We report laser-cooling of a single Be ion held in a rf (Paul) ion trap to where it occupies 9 + the quantum-mechanical ground state of motion. With the use of resolved-sideband stimulatedRaman cooling, the zero-point of motion is achieved 98% of the time in 1-D and 92% of the time in 3-D. Cooling to the zero-point energy appears to be a crucial prerequisite for future experiments such as the realization of simple quantum logic gates applicable to quantum computation.
Dramatic progress in the field of atomic laser-cooling has provided cooling of free or weaklybound atoms to temperatures near the Doppler cooling limit [1] , near the photon recoil limit [2] , and more recently below the photon recoil limit [3] , [4] . For a tightly bound atom, a more natural energy scale is given by the quantized vibrational level n, where the energy is E = ST (n+½) for an atom v confined in a harmonic potential of frequency T . In this case, the fundamental cooling limit is the v n=0 zero-point energy of the binding potential. In this letter, we demonstrate a new technique for laser-cooling a trapped atom to the three-dimensional zero-point energy.
Attainment of the 3-D ground state is significant for two primary reasons: (i) it appears to be a goal of intrinsic interest as it is the fundamental limit of cooling for a bound atom and approaches the ideal of an isolated particle at rest; and (ii) it will be important in future planned experiments. For example, once the ion is cooled to the n=0 state, it should be possible to realize the Jaynes-Cummings interaction [5] in the regime of strong coupling and generate other nonclassical states of motion such as squeezed states [6] , [7] , [8] . If the collective motion of two or more trapped ions can be cooled to the zero-point, it may be possible to transfer correlation from the external motional state to the internal spin state of the ions. Generating "EPR"-like atomic spin states would not only be interesting from the point of view of quantum measurements [9] , but may also allow a reduction of quantum noise in spectroscopy [6, 7] . Zero-point cooling combined with long coherence times may make it possible to construct a quantum computer [10] . Cirac and Zoller have proposed a quantum computer based on a system of trapped ions, in which information is stored in the spin and motional states of the ions [11] . The fundamental switching action in this implementation of a quantum computer is a coherent exchange between the spin state of an individual ion and a collective vibrational state of the all the ions. Cooling to the zero-point energy and realizing the Jaynes-Cummings coupling is critical to this scheme.
We cool a single beryllium ion bound in a rf (Paul) ion trap to near the zero-point energy using resolved-sideband laser-cooling with stimulated-Raman transitions along the lines suggested in Ref. [6] . The idea of resolved-sideband laser-cooling with a single-photon transition is as follows [12] . Consider a two-level atom characterized by resonant transition frequency T and radiative 0 linewidth (. We assume the atom is confined by a 1-D harmonic well of vibration frequency T » (. previously achieved on a Hg ion using a narrow single-photon optical quadrupole transition [15] .
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For laser-cooling with stimulated-Raman transitions [4,6,[16] , [17] , the single-photon transition is replaced by a stimulated-Raman transition between metastable levels (e.g., hyperfine or
Zeeman electronic ground states), and spontaneous Raman transitions irreversibly recycle the internal state of the atom. Stimulated-Raman cooling offers the important practical advantages that the cooling linewidth can be varied experimentally, and the effective laser linewidth can be made very narrow by use of optical frequency modulators. These features of stimulated-Raman cooling have already been used to achieve very low temperatures for free or weakly bound neutral atoms in the unresolved-sideband limit [4] . Since narrow single-photon transitions are not required, the resolvedsideband Raman cooling technique described here can be generalized to many ion species, and may also be applied to strongly-bound neutral atoms held in dipole traps [18] and optical lattices [19] .
The experiment is conducted as follows. We first achieve the asymmetry of the resolved motional sidebands in the Raman absorption spectrum [15] .
A single Be ion is stored in a coaxial-resonator-based rf (Paul) ion trap (r 170 µm, 9 + 0 z 130 µm) described in Ref. [20] . A potential V cos(S t) is applied to the ring (V 600 V, lifetime is about 6 hours (background pressure < 10 Pa).
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The geometry and polarizations of the various laser beams as well as the relevant energy levels in Be are summarized in Fig. 1 12 GHz to the red of the S 6 P transition with a difference frequency very near the S frequencies of Raman beams R1 and R2, and ) is the detuning of the Raman beams from the excited state (we assume ) » (,g ,g ) [6] . In each dimension, blue and red sidebands occurring at * = ±T is shown in Fig. 2 (solid points) for Doppler precooling only (omitting steps 3 and 4 in Table I ). further cooling by increasing the number of Raman cooling cycles beyond about five, and see little sensitivity to the details of the Raman cooling pulse durations. As discussed above, we verify that the distribution of n is nearly thermal after Raman cooling. We achieve resolved-sideband Raman (g g /) )0 (J 10 ). We believe the minimum measured value of +n , 0.02 may be due to anomalous heating of the ion, x which we measure to be M+n,/Mt +1/msec by inserting various amounts of time between cooling and probing. We are currently investigating the source of this heating.
In summary, we present cooling of a single trapped Be ion to the zero-point energy using 9 + the technique of resolved-sideband stimulated-Raman cooling. The ion is cooled in 1-D so that the n =0 state is occupied 98% of the time, and in 3-D so that the n =n =n =0 state is occupied 92% x x y z of the time. By driving stimulated-Raman transitions between hyperfine states of the ion, we realize a Jaynes-Cummings coupling between the internal spin state and the external vibrational state of the ion. This is exploited here for zero-point cooling, but can also be used for the possible preparation of correlated spin states of two or more trapped ions [7] , and for the demonstration of quantum logic gates applicable to quantum computation [11] . structure splitting is 197 GHz, S hyperfine splitting is T /2B 1.250 GHz, and the P hyperfine and Zeeman structure is not resolved). All optical transitions are near 8313 nm. D1 and D2:
Doppler precooling and detection beams; D3: *2,1, depletion beam; R1 and R2: Raman beams. The detuning of R1 and R2 from the S 6 P transition is )/2B 12 GHz. 
